University’s Language Center

University of Calabria’s Language Center, member of the Italian Association of the University Language Centers and in which it has the role of National Secretariat, is very dynamic and crowded with so many professional figures linked to each other by common work interests, but also by emotional bonds established and strengthened over time.

CLA offers services and educational actions for all the University’s community: the students, the graduate students, the technical and administrative staff, the teaching staff. This is done by teaching services in the classes, but also online, a method that highlights, more than any other, the importance of self-learning.

CLA offers self-study paths guided through material that can help to develop language skills in the academic, business, social, scientific fields. All this takes place through interactive programmes, videos on common subjects selected for teaching purposes, videos of songs able to help to develop a necessary language musicality.

For more details link at http://cla.unical.it/en/.